


Care and Use
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CliC glasses are all made from high quality components which are designed 
to endure most of what life throws out ... HOWEVER, a little TLC will help 
them last longer.

 Rinse glasses in warm, soapy water after you have been in or near the sea 
and in dirty or dusty environments such as building sites, factories, hospitals, 
farms etc. or at the end of a hot, sweaty day.

 Hang the glasses to air-dry overnight and store them around your neck 
during the day so they are out of harm’s way. 

 Clean the lenses daily with a microfibre cleaning cloth. When travelling either 
store them around your neck or slip them into one of our soft bags and place 
them between a few soft layers in your suitcase. 

 To adjust the length and fit, remove the glasses before doing so and pull 
gently one side at a time.

Optional Extras:
 Soft Microfibre storage bag /cleaning cloth
 Hard travel/storage case holds a few pairs 

of CliCs, plus when travelling throw in your 
jewellery, watches AND power chords etc.

 Replacement Lenses for most styles
 Replacement head-bands

Check Online For:
 Wholesale Portal for Retailers 
 In-Store display material 

for Retailers
 CliC kids and CliC goggles
 Detailed size chart for 

all styles

patented continuous temple 
which extends around the head 
to form a flexible neck-strap

patented 
adjustable 
sliding 
temple-pins

patented magnetic front 
connection uses the planet’s 
strongest ‘neodymium’ magnets

optic quality 
frame which 
can be 
fitted with 
prescription 
lenses

High grade 
poly-carbonate 
lenses



The OriginalSTYLE
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*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.

The CliC Original is the ‘hero’ of the collection  Like all of our CliC models, 
the Original can be purchased as a Reader, or a Frame suitable for scripting 

 The CliC Original suits a broad range of male and female face and head shapes 
 Available as Tinted Readers.

 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.25 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

SUN TINTS:      +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00

LENS: 50mm x 27mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Short | Regular | Long | XXL | TR90 | Replacement Band-A

TEMPLE: 135mm across (S | R) | 145mm across (L | XXL)

COLOURS:*
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Matt Black

Matt Tort

Steel

Toffee Apple

Denim

Violet

Royal Blue

Ice

Teal

Emerald



The TradieSTYLE
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The CliC Tradie is the same frame shape as the CliC Original  The high-
visibility band contributes to the safety aspect  Although these glasses 
are NOT safety-compliant, most people who use them say that they are the 
safest option in optical glasses while on site  The strap keeps the glasses in 
place if you are working at odd angles and when you remove them, they sit 
up high around the neck and will not dangle in front of the tools.
 
POWERS: +1.50 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00

LENS: 50mm x 27mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Regular | Long | XXL | TR90 ‘Sprayed’ | Replacement Band-A 

TEMPLE: 135mm across (R) | 145mm across (L | XXL)

COLOURS:*

expandable
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Minimum order for wholesale: 12 units in opening order and 6 in a repeat order                       
*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart 

Grey/Orange Grey/Yellow



*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.
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The Ashbury

The CliC Ashbury is a large, square frame shape reminiscent of the 1950’s 
 It is ideal for vocational lenses  The Ashbury is a unisex style however the 

large, rounded band dips lower at the back and is more suited to larger heads 
 Available as Sunglasses.

 
POWERS: +1.00 | +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 52mm x 36mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Large: 190mm expanding to 210mm 
 TR90 | Replacement Band-B

TEMPLE: 140mm across

COLOURS:*

STYLE
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Dark Tort Reflex Blue



*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart
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The ExecutiveSTYLE

The CliC Executive has a large, edgy, rectangular frame shape  It is ideal for 
vocational lenses  The Executive has the same band format as The Ashbury 
(previous page) i.e. the large, rounded band dips lower at the back and is 
more suited to larger heads.
 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50 
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 55mm x 30mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Large: 190mm expanding to 210mm 
 XL: 210mm expanding to 230mm 
 TR90 | Replacement Band-B 

TEMPLE: 140mm across (L) | 150mm across (XL)

COLOURS:*
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The CliC Flex has quality, refinement and maximum adjustment sorted, putting 
the brand way ahead of any inferior parallel product  The front frame and 
headband are made from a ‘soft-touch’ TR90 and there is a rubber-coated 
flexible section over the ears  This rubberised section can be flexed up or 
down and wider or narrower to allow for a custom fit  The connecting 
temple-pin is cast nickel-silver, making it slightly stronger than other models.
 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 51mm x 29mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Large: 200mm expanding to 215mm 
 XL: 210mm expanding to 225mm 
 TR90 ‘soft touch’ 
 HA60 rubber-coated nickel-silver wire (flexi section)

TEMPLE: 145mm across (L | XL)

COLOURS:*

*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.

STYLE The Flex

Pumice Navy Reef Safari Iris
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The CliC Manhattan is a new release for Spring 2018  The retro-chic 
styling will eventually supersede the CliC Ashbury  The Manhattan has the 
same headband as the CliC Flex (see opposite page) allowing for maximum 
comfort and fit  Available as Sunglasses.
 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 50mm x 42mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Large: 200mm expanding to 215mm 
 XL: 210mm expanding to 225mm 
 TR90 ‘soft touch’ 
 HA60 rubber-coated nickel-silver wire (flexi section)

TEMPLE: 145mm across (L | XL)

COLOURS:*

*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart
 

The ManhattanSTYLE

Matt Black Matt Tort
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*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.

The CliC Vintage and CliC Panto (next page) are retro-round frames  The larger 
lens size makes them perfect for a multiple of Optical Solutions  Available as 
Sunglasses.
 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 45mm x 37mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Short: 170mm expanding to 190mm 
 Regular: 190mm expanding to 210mm 
 Long: 200mm expanding to 220mm 
 TR90 | Replacement Band-A available

TEMPLE: 138mm across (S | R) | 148mm across (L)

COLOURS:*

The VintageSTYLE

Black Fade Giraffe Fade
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*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart
 

The CliC Panto is a fine, round frame with a ‘keyhole’ bridge  It’s an ideal 
style for those wanting to move away from a rectangular shape  A unisex 
frame that has been very popular with women  Ideal for a vocational or 
progressive script  Available as Sunglasses.
 
POWERS: +1.00 | +1.50 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 46mm x 40mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Short: 170mm expanding to 190mm 
 Regular: 190mm expanding to 210mm 
 Long: 200mm expanding to 220mm 
 TR90 | Replacement Band-A available 

TEMPLE: 143mm across (S | R) | 145mm across (L)

COLOURS:*

STYLE The Panto

Tort Butter Panda Black
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CliC Sunglasses

These 4 frame styles are all ideal as Sunglasses  We use a local lens supplier 
and carry limited stock in a choice of single-vision polarised OR bifocal lenses 
in a limited range of powers  You can opt to purchase the product complete 
from us or purchase the frame separately and take it to your Optician for a more 
customised  optical solution  All CliC Sunnies come with the Travel/Storage Case.
 
POWERS: +1.50 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00

BIFOCAL LENS: Segment Height: 15mm | PD 62 | UV400 
 Colour Fade 85% to 15% | May be customised

PLANO LENS: Polarised | CR39 Stock Lens

LENS COLOURS:

FRAME OPTIONS: Ashbury | Manhattan | Panto | Vintage

TRAVEL CASE: Hard EVA storage case 
 with removable 
 foam insert

Dark Tort Reflex Blue

eyewear.com.au

The AshburySTYLE

G15BrownSmoke Grey



Black Fade Giraffe Fade

Tort Butter

Panda Black

Matt Black Matt Tort
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STYLE

STYLE

STYLE

The Manhattan

The Panto

The Vintage
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The CliC Sunglass II is lightweight and robust  The frame wraps around the face 
for maximum protection  Polycarbonate polarised lens  Ideal for all sporting 
activities and especially water-sports  The neck strap secures the frame and 
prevents them from bouncing around or dropping off  Suitable for an average 
head size  Plano OR bifocal  Base Curve 6.
 
LENSES: Interchangeable | polarised | CR39 | available in 4 colours: 

 Smoke Polar | Brown Polar | Blue Iridium | Low-light Yellow

BIFOCAL LENS: +1.50 | +2.00 | +2.50 (smoke only)

HEADBAND: One size extending from 190mm to 200mm

FRAME COLOURS:

TRAVEL CASE: EVA storage case 
 with removable foam 
 insert included with 
 CliC Sunglass II

The Sunglass IISTYLE

Matt Black Tortoise
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STYLE

STYLE

The Aviator

The Monarch

The CliC Aviator comes in 2 lens sizes and 2 band sizes  It has a polarised 
mirror-lens  The screw-down frame allows for a snug Rx fit  Adjustable 
nose pieces  Uber-Cool.
 
OPTIONS: Silver frame has a standard headband and a 55mm lens 
 Gunmetal frame has an XXL headband and a 58mm lens

LENSES: Smoke | Polarised | Polycarbonate | Mirror-coat

*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.

The CliC Monarch is a full-frame wrap-around  It wraps the eye socket for 
maximum protection from the elements  Suitable Rx with a 6 Base Curve.
 
FRAMES: Black | Tortoise | Black/Diamonte

LENSES: Polarised | 85% Tint | Polycarbonate

HEADBAND: Suitable for an average head size

*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.



STYLE
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The Classic

*check website for colour availability and detailed size chart.

The CliC Classic, endearingly known as the ‘Harry Potter’, is a small, round frame 
perfect for smaller faces  Unisex frame in cherry red  Available as a frame for 
Rx, or with a single-vision lens or as UV400 Sunglasses.
 
POWERS: +1.25 | +1.50 | +1.75 | +2.00 | +2.50 | +3.00 | +3.50
 Or Frame Only

LENS: 44mm x 35mm | Acrylic | Aspheric | 62 PD | Warm Fit | Rx

HEADBAND: Regular | Long 
 TR90 | Replacement Band-A available

TEMPLE: 140mm across (R | L)

COLOUR:*

Cherry



South Pacific Distribution by 
CliC Eyewear Pty Ltd | ABN 55077578664

SHOWROOM: SH 2, 148-152 Spit Rd, 
Mosman, 2088, NSW, Australia

T: +61 2 9969 5053 
F: +61 2 9969 5250 
E: look@clicproducts.com.au

www.clicproducts.com.au 
www.ibrands.net.au

CliC is sold in Australia and New Zealand 
through most independent optometrists, 
at our online store, or check out our 
website for your closest retailer.

To access the Wholesale Portal and current 

Wholesale Promotions, pop this link into your browser:

https://www.clicproducts.com.au/wholesale-promotions/


